Rules and guidelines during your stay at Miserai
Failure to comply with these rules gives us the right to keep your security deposit

Chateau and guesthouse:
Do not move furniture or touch any decorative object, turn off all lights
before going to bed. On the day of your departure, bed spreads and sheets must be folded on top of beds.
Do not unplug bedside lamps. To connect a device or charge your phone, use an available multiple plug
socket.
A few doors, cabinets and gates are locked; do not attempt to open or go across them.
Do not light fires in any of the chimneys of the chateau or guest house.
Heating the chateau is extremely expensive, please be considerate and keep doors and windows closed at all
times especially during winter months.

The kitchen:
Before you leave, do not forget to clean the oven, heating elements and coffee machine.
The refrigerator must be emptied, dishwasher should be emptied and dishes stored in appropriate cupboards
and drawers.
Trash bags should be disposed of into the container provided for this purpose by the town. Load you car with
the trash bags, turn right out of the parking lot and drive 1/2 mile. The trash container is on your right, mid
slope after you pass the village of l’onglee.

Hunt room:
The sound system is located inside the red phone booth. Turn the amp on, set it on AUX
position and use the jack to plug in your device.
Do not touch the jukebox; it is there for decoration purpose only.
When fireplace is used, make sure it does not stay unattended and fire is put out at night.
The fireplace, tables and bar should be cleaned after each use and before departure.
Do not leave wet glasses on furniture to avoid watermarks.
Do not set glasses on pool table and do not use fireplace to cook or grill.

The spa room:
Read instructions posted on access door and follow them.

Miscellaneous instructions:
It is strictly forbidden to smoke inside buildings.
Pets are not allowed inside buildings, dogs must stay in the kennel.
Outdoor games are forbidden on the front lawn.
Wifi: We have 4 access points on the property: "wibox extended" for chateau ground level, "wibox" for chateau
1st floor, "miserai" for chateau 2nd floor and guesthouse and "miserai extended" for hunt room.
Passwords are for wibox: lvsq61dmqn, for wibox extended, miserai and miserai extended: 0123456789
The exterior of the Chateau and the DJ area inside the barn are monitored through security cameras.
In case of any issues or questions, please call: 06 15 27 11 87

